(Do not need to be present to win.)

Winner drawn on April 21, 2018
At

Outdoor Buddies Banquet
Hyatt Regency Conference Center
13200 East 14th Place
Aurora, CO

Browning Citori CX 12 gauge Shotgun

Savage Trophy Hunter 6.5 Creedmoor Rifle
with Nikon 3-9x40 Scope

Browning X-Bolt Medallion 30-06 Rifle
with Maple Stock

Browning Primal 20 Gun Safe

(Option: $300 in lieu of safe.)

For tickets contact:

Terry Gleason

Kimber Compact Stainless II 45ACP

303-868-2579
terryjgleason@gmail.com

$100 per ticket
Limited to 200
tickets

Glock 19 RTF2 Full FDE 9mm with
all Vickers Tactical Parts

Must pass a background check and pay for the background check.

Cow Bison Hunt
This bison hunt will take place in October or
November 2018 on a private ranch in Park County,
Colorado and will be guided by a ranch manager.
The head, hide, and meat are the property of the
hunter.
After the kill, guides will take care of field dressing
your animal. Meat processing fees are not included,
although we can help make arrangements.
The bison is the largest land mammal in North
America. Bulls weigh up to 2,000 pounds and Cows
weigh about 1,000 pounds. A slaughtered bison
carcass will weigh approximately 56% of the
animal’s original weight.
Bison are not domestic animals and should be
treated with caution and respect; each animal has
its own distinct personality. They can run at speeds
up to 40 mph
Bison meat is great tasting and great for you! Most
people say bison is the most flavorful meat they
have ever tasted, with a sweeter and richer flavor
than beef. It is not 'gamey' or wild tasting. Bison
meat is much lower in fat and calories than other
meats, including poultry and fish.
This bison hunt opportunity is well suited for older
and/or disabled persons who can no longer ride on
horseback or walk over very rugged terrain.
Outdoor Buddies believes that everyone deserves
the opportunity to enjoy the outdoors!

________________________________________________
$20 per ticket or 6 tickets for $100
Winner to be drawn at Outdoor Buddies Banquet on April 21, 2018.
Do not need to be present to win.

$1,000.00 Gift Card

Use your Cabela’s gift card with
confidence and let the ones you love
get more outdoors.
Cabela’s gift cards never expire and
can be used whether you’re shopping
in-store or online at cabelas.com.
When you want to get away from all the
hustle in the city, you can go shopping
at Cabela’s, which is an adventure of
its own.
Get out into the great outdoors.
At Cabela’s you will always find
everything you need for hunting,
fishing,
shooting,
boating
and
camping!

________________________________________________
$10 per ticket or 6 tickets for $50
Winner to be drawn at Outdoor Buddies Banquet on April 21, 2018.
Do not need to be present to win.

Camilla .243 WIN Rifle

Designed specifically for women by a select team of women hunters and shooters. The
Vanguard Camilla provides the confidence of guaranteed SUB-MOA accuracy. That's why the
Vanguard® has become our most popular rifle option. Shoulder a Weatherby Vanguard and see
for yourself. Nothing shoots flatter, hits harder, or is more accurate. Guaranteed
FEATURES INCLUDE:
SUB-MOA accuracy guarantee (.99” or less 3-shot group at 100 yards when used with Weatherby® factory or
premium ammunition)
Adjustable Match Quality, Two-stage Trigger
Fluted Bolt Body
One-piece Machined Bolt Body
Fully Enclosed Bolt Sleeve
3-Position Safety
Cold Hammer Forged Barrel
Integral Recoil Lug
Hinged Floorplate
STOCK:
Stock is made specifically to fit women
Length of pull shortened to 13”
Grip angle has been changed and made more slim and a slight trigger finger guide groove has been added for
improved grip ergonomics
Shorter, slimmer forearm and grip with right side palm swell for better balance and fit
A higher comb to properly align a shooters eye with optics
Fleur de lis checkering pattern
Satin finish, Turkish A-grade walnut with rosewood forend and grip caps
Recoil pad has been given a negative angle, has been reduced in size, and the toe canted away from the body
to better fit a woman’s shoulder
BARREL AND METALWORK:
Matte, bead blasted, blued finish
Cold hammer forged 20-inch barrel
#1 contour

____________________________________________
$10 per ticket or 6 tickets for $50
Winner to be drawn at Outdoor Buddies Banquet on April 21, 2018.
Do not need to be present to win.

Garmin GPSMAP 64S
With Colorado Hunting Map

GPSMAP 64s features a 2.6-inch sunlight-readable
color screen and a high-sensitivity GPS and GLONASS
receiver with a quad helix antenna for superior
reception. GPSMAP 64s includes a 3-axis electronic
compass
with
barometric
altimeter,
wireless
connectivity.
Share your waypoints, tracks, routes and geocaches
wirelessly with other compatible devices. Your friends
can enjoy your favorite hike or cache without waiting
for you to plug in to your computer — simply press
“send” to transfer your information to another Garmin
handheld.

onXmaps – HUNT Premium for GPS
Product Description:
Maps highlight public- and private-land
boundaries
Pinpoint state specific private land
ownership names
Layers for big-game units, roads, trails
and more
Maps are compatible with all colorscreen, SD/Micro SD Garmin GPS units
Navigate confidently
Easily identify hunting districts and
game management
Recognize public and private lands

$5 per ticket or 5 tickets for $20

Winner to be drawn at Outdoor Buddies Banquet on April 21, 2018.
Do not need to be present to win.

